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following lower bounds for x and 0(«): (I)10 458 ; (II) 10686; (III)
10400.
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ON THE DARBOUX TANGENTS
V. G. GROVE

1. Introduction. In a recent paper [ l ] 1 Abramescu gave a metrical characterization of the cubic curve obtained by equating to zero
the terms of the expansion of a surface S at an ordinary point Oi, up
to and including the terms of the third order. This cubic curve is
rational and its inflexions lie on the three tangents of Darboux
through 0\. In this paper we give a projective characterization of such
a curve, and hence a new derivation of the tangents of Darboux. By
using the method employed in this characterization to the curve of
intersection of the tangent plane of the surface at 0% with 5, a simple
characterization of the second edge of Green is found. Another application exhibits the correspondence of Moutard. Finally a new interpretation of the reciprocal of the projective normal is given in
terms of the conditions of apolarity of a cubic form to a quartic
form. The canonical tangent appears in a similar fashion.
Let S be referred to its asymptotic curves, and let the coordinates
(x1, X , X , X 4) of the generic point Oi of S be normalized so that
they satisfy the system [2 ] of differential equations
Xuu

z=z

Uu%u i P%v

i P%}

xvv = yxu + 6vxv + qx,

6 = log R.

The line h joining 0\ to 04 ,whose coordinates are x^y is the R-conjugate line, and the line h determined by 02, 03, whose respective coordinates
the inharmonic line.
If we define the local coordinates (xi, #2, ^3, #4) with respect to
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O1O2O3O4 of a point X by the expression
i

<

X

= XiX +

i

X2XU +

i

i

XzXv + X^Xuvy

and local nonhomogeneous coordinates (x, y, z) by x = X2/x\,
z = Xé/xij the power series expansion [4] of 5 at Oi is
1
1
z = xy - — (0* 3 + 7 y 8 ) + TT^C*, ?) +

(1.2)

y^Xz/xi,

••-,

wherein
F 4 (a, y) = (200w - 0M)*4 - 4(pdv + /3v)*3;y -

6duvx2y*

- 4(yOu + Y * ) * ? 2 + (2yBv - 7 » ) / .
2. Characteristic points of a plane curve. Let the triangle of reference O1O2O3 to which a plane curve C is referred be covariant to the
curve or to a surface to which C bears some geometrical relation. Let
the homogeneous coordinates of a point with respect to this triangle
be (xx, x^y Xz), the nonhomogeneous coordinates being denned by the
expressions x=*x*/xu y=Xz/xx. The line y = 0 being chosen as the
tangent to C a t 0i, the power series expansion [4] of C at Ox is
(2.1)

y = a2x2 + a>zxz + a^x4 • • • .

Consider a t 03(0, 0, 1) the involution whose double lines are OxOz,
0203. Corresponding lines of this involution intersect C in points
Pi(%, y)i Pï^—x, y'), yf=a2pc2 — azxz+a4tx4— • • • . The line P1P2 intersects the tangent to C a t 0\ in a point whose limit T as Pi approaches
Oi along C has coordinates
(2.2)

xi = a 3 ,

X2 = — a 2 ,

#3 = 0.

We shall call the point T with coordinates (2.2) the characteristic point
of the second order of C at Oi relative to 0\Oz02*
Let 0 2 ' (p, 1, 0) be an arbitrary point on the tangent to C at Oi,
but distinct from Oi. The transformation from the triangle 010203
to Oi0 2 '03 is
Ax'
By'
(2.3)
*«
,
y«
Under the transformation (2.3), the equation of C may be written
in the form
wherein
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ai = A2a2/B,

[December

ai = Az(a* — pa2)/B.

Hence the characteristic point of C relative to O1O3O2 has coordinates
(2.4)

xi = ( a 3 — 2 p a 2 ) ,

%2 =

— #2,

#3 = 0

referred to 0x0203.
More generally let the equation of C have the form
y = akxh + ak+ixk+1 + • • • ,

^ 2 .

Consider through 0 3 two lines forming with O1O3, 020z the constant
cross ratio Z, I being one of the &th roots of unity, but l?*l. These
lines intersect C in two points Pi, P 2 determining a line which intersects the tangent to C at Oi in a point whose limit as P i approaches
Oi has coordinates
(2.5)

x\ = ajc+it

X2 = — ah,

#3 = 0.

We shall call the point T whose coordinates are (2.5) the characteristic point of the kth order of C relative to O1O3O2.
3. The characteristic curve of 5. Let us consider the section Cr
of the surface 5 by a plane ir through the P-conjugate line h. Let TT
intersect the inharmonic line h in 0„. The local coordinates of 0*
are of the form (0, X, /x, 0), and the local coordinates of any point Q\
on OiO* are (1, X£, JU£, 0). The equation of CV referred to OiOir04 in
nonhomogeneous coordinates (£, z) is
(3.1)

z = XM£2 - — (0A3 + 7M3)£3 + — F4(X, M)£4 + • • • •

From (2.2) the characteristic point Tr of C* relative to
has coordinates
(3.2)

J = 3XM/(/3X3 + TM3),

0\0£)r

2 = 0,

referred to 0x0*04, and coordinates
(3.3)

x = 3XV/(/3X3 + 7M3),

y = 3Xju2(j3X3 + 7M8),

»= 0

referred to Oi0 2 0 3 0 4 . The locus of TT as TT rotates about h is the covariant rational cubic curve r 3 whose equation is
(3.4)

3xy - (j8x3 + yyz) = 0 ,

2 = 0.

We shall call this cubic the characteristic curve of S relative to h9 k. The
nodal tangents of T 3 are of course the asymptotic tangents of S at Oi,
and the inflexions lie on the tangents of Darboux. The R-harmonic line
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is the flex-ray of r 3 .
From (3.3) it follows that the only sections of S through the R-conjugate line whose characteristic points relative to 0\0£)x lie on the R-harmonic line are those through the tangents of Darboux.
Another characterization of the cubic Tz may be found in the following manner. The osculating conic of the section C* has the equation [4]
XV(z - X^ 2 ) + y AV03A3 + y»*)&
(3.5)

+ [— (0A3 + YM3)2 ~ — F4(X, /*)] s2 = 0.
The pole of i?-conjugate line with respect to this conic is the point Ti
with coordinates
£= -

3XM/(/3X3

+

7/i|),

% « 0.

The harmonic conjugate of Ti with respect to 0\Or is the point Tx
denned by (3.2). Incidentally the locus of Ti is the cubic r 3 ',
Sxy + fix* + yyz = 0.
The tangents of Darboux are thus again exhibited by means of r 8 ' .
Finally we may readily show that the polar line of the conic (3.5)
intersects 0*0* in a point whose locus as w varies is a rational curve of
order seven which intersects the R-harmonic line at its intersections
with the tangents of Darboux.
4. The edges of Green. The expansions [4] of the two branches of
the curve of intersection of S a t 0\ with its tangent plane are
y

= —fa* - — ( 2 ^ - (Suy + • • • , z = 0;
Ô

JLZI

(4.1)
1
x

=

yy*

1
_

(2T0„ - yvy + . . . , % = 0 .

The characteristic point Tu of the first of (4.1) relative to O1O3O2 has
coordinates
1 /
(4.2)

Xi =

I 2du

Pu\
J,

^2=1,

ff8

= #4 = 0,

4 \
p /
and the characteristic point Tv of the second relative to OiO^Oz has
coordinates
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1 /

TA

(4.3)

%i = — ( 2dv
),
x2 = 0,
%z = 1, ff4 = 0.
4 \
7/
The line joining the harmonie conjugates of Tu and Tv with respect
to 0i02 and 0i03 respectively is Green's edge of the second kind.
This edge of Green may be characterized in another way. The section of 5 by the plane through the jR-conjugate line and the tangent
to the asymptotic curve v = const, has the equation
(4.4)

1
1
z = - — (3x* + — (2(3du - pu)x* + • • • .

The characteristic point of the third order of the curve (4.4) relative to
O1O4O2, is found from (2.5) to have coordinates given by (4.2); by interchanging the roles of the asymptotic tangents the point (4.3) is characterized. The second edge of Green is therefore given another characterization.
Consider on the tangent to the section (3.1) Cr of 5 the point
Or (p, 2X, 2/x, 0). From (2.4) we find readily that the characteristic
point T of Cr relative to 0\0±Oi has coordinates
1
(4.5)

x\ = p\fx H

(/3X3 + 7M3)>

#2 = XV»

#3 = X)Lt2,

x4 = 0.

The point Pr on the tangent to Cr at Oi which with 0i separates
01 and Or harmonically has coordinates (p, X, /z, 0). Equations (4.4)
therefore represent a cubic transformation of Pv into the characteristic
point of Cr relative to 0\0£)i. The polar plane of the point (4.5) with
respect to any quadric of Darboux,
2

XiXz — X\X± +

&4#4 = 0,

has coordinates
(4.6)

£i = 0,

£2 = XM2,

$3 = XV,

£ 4 = - p X / * - — (0X3 + YM3).
o

The correspondence (4.6) between Pv and the polar plane of the characteristic point of Cr relative to 01040/ is the correspondence of Moutard
( £ = — 1 / 3 ) , We have previously [3] given a different derivation of
this correspondence.
5. The projective normal. The surface S' whose equation is
(5.1)

($xz +

z = xy

yyz)

o
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has a unode a t O4, the plane O2O3O4 as uniplane, and has contact of the
third order with 5 at Ox) hence S' is completely determined. The projection on their common tangent plane at Ox of the curve of intersection of S and S' has a quadruple point at 0], the quadruple tangents being given by
(5.2)

F fay) = 0

where F±(xt y) is defined by (1.3). The lines (5.2) intersect the inharmonic line in four points JFt-, and the Segre tangents intersect this line
in three points Si. It is easy to verify that the points Si are apolar to
Fi if and only if the R-harmonic line is the reciprocal of the projective
normal. The projective normal is therefore geometrically determined
by reciprocation with respect to the quadrics of Darboux.
Finally let the lines /1, h be the projective normal and its reciprocal; then it readily follows that the polar of the form /3x*+yyz
with respect to F4(x, y) is
(5.3)

<t>x — \[/y
2

wherein <£ = d log (fiy )/du, ^ = ô log (fi2y)/dv. The form (5.3) equated
to zero is seen to be the equation of the canonical tangent.
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